cost is higher, the plot is then virtually inde-
structure. These mounted on Stone, Moulded
Rock and Wood create truly spectacular sign
sys-tems.

Ettisa UK Ltd - C43

After ten years of selling one of the best cutting and
collecting systems on the market, Ettisa's customers
have now recognised the consid-
erable benefits this unique concept offers users.
The Ettisa Through-cut collection and system
was introduced to the UK in the 1980's, it has
ever proved to be a real winner on all types of
cutting conditions, regardless of lawns or golf
courses. Whereas most other machines clasp Ettisa's
Hydro 100 and Hydro 124D keep going, making
grassturfing operations highly cost-effective and
profitable. They certainly seem when i
in white flower meadows and conservatoire
areas and their quietness makes them ideal for
noise sensitive areas.

Only Ettisa offers you original through-cut on
mowers - tried and tested for over ten years.
"Seeing is believing" - before buying any new
mowin-
ning, by embarking on an Ettisa by buying your
demonstration.

Greenwards Direct - Q06

True-Surface have a free offer on their stand that
you can't afford to miss! The first 100 visitors
each cardboard folder, so make sure that
stands high in Hall 1 is your first call! On
will be the new True-Surface Power Rower.
Just like the well proven triple mower
attachment, this new self powered pedestrian
weight is a lightweight fiction using high frequen-
cy vibrations to gently shake the surface
permanently. The green back into place, creating
consistently and truly fast and true playing surfaces.
The triple mower attachments will also be on display
including the new model to fit the

Hayter Ltd - 22+41

It is uncommon to approach a major exhibition
with severe doubts concerning the availability of
product to display. Following an exceptional
season, Hayter hope they will be able to exhibit
three new pedestrian mowers: the T44, a mowin-
gn really for the highly respected T44 and, making its
debut at BTME, the new RM 304 lawnmower
machine. Both of these machines represent the
policy of continual development which has
helped to position Hayter at the forefront of the
market sectors it serves. If the machines are not
present, cardboard cut-out mowers will be
available. What on show will be the very successful
LT24 triple cylinder mower and the highly
claimed R314 twin unit rotary machine. These will be
complemented by a Greensward56
pedestrian mower, the overgrown Condor pedes-
trian scythe and reed cutter and other models from
the Hayter range.

Headland Amenity Products - Q25

Multipurpose controlled release fertilisers for
turf, manufactured by Haifa Chemicals, will feature
strongly at BTME as part of the comprehensive
turf care products available from
Headland Amenity Products.

Now a proven market leader among turf fertilis-
ers in the UK, the Multipurpose range includes a
choice of products which provides 5-6 months
nutrition for coarse, close mown or fine turf.
Headland pioneered the use of controlled release
formulations (Multipurpose Mini) as a season long
base feed, used in combination with supplemen-
tary fertilisation, allowing closer control of turf
turpse. Headland will also exhibit Multi K Mini Pro
from Haifa Chemicals fitted with its other ranges of liquid
and granular feeds, seaweed, wotfers and turf
chemicals.

John Deere - C32-33

Designed for easy servicing and increased pro-
ductivity on golf courses and in parcs and public
areas, the new John Deere 1600 wide area
mower is the company's first commercial rotar-
ny mower to use hydraulic mower drive.

This incorporates an Eaton axial piston
pump, which transfers the energy from the engine
and other equipment to the mowers. The system
uses gear type pump motors, and efficiently, in
touch working conditions. John Deere's straightforward
two pedal forward and reverse foot control combines with a
three lever mower deck control for effortless operation.

Good traction is also provided by the two speed transmis-
sion. Kubota's BX2330 please refer to this section for details.

Kubota - A35

Every product to be shown on Kubota's stand A35 BTME 2000 has been newly introduced over the past year. From the 35hp, 37hp and 45hp Grand L Series tractors with their upgraded high visibility cabs to the revolutionary AX2000 ride-on triple cylinder mower with hop-

presser grass collector, Kubota continues to bring advanced
innovations to turf management and
mechanisation. The new B1410 14hp tractor will be at Harrogate as will Kubota's G18 SideCut mower, the world's first triple cut-

row mower with rear - the T7160, a 1.2m cut row mower with water-cooled petrol

Marwood - C40

The latest range of Articulated rotary mowers will be on display. The range gives a cost effect-
ive quality finish from cut from 1" to 6" per hour.

New, launching at BTME, the trailed 7 deck Model 722RX is an innovative design. Boosting a
cutting width of 122", with low-maintenance, high-efficiency design and streamlined hydraulic lift system for easier maintenance and

transmission. The 425d ride-in is already proving to be an economical alternative to the
front 3hp ride-on with a low centre of gravity, zero turning and

height of cut adjustment within a few seconds.

To view the complete range including the new 6251R and the 225s stand your view.

Ocmis Irrigation - A5

Ocmis are experts in irrigation system design and
installation for all golf course, sports turf
and landscaping areas. We are distributors for
Rain Bird, Buckner and Hunter irrigation prod-

ucts, all of which are of the highest quality and

manufactured by other companies. Ocmis have
unique in house design capabilities ensuring that
the requirement of each client is individually
met, this coupled with a marketing agreement
with Algoon provides the ultimate irrigation
package.

For more information or a no obligation survey
day please contact Ocmis Irrigation Ltd (UK) Ltd Head Office 01469 241939, Scotland Office
0131 220 2102, Ireland Office (00353) 1 23 4020.

Rhône-Poulenc - Q2

Rhône Poulenc Amenity is planning to exhibit as the
newly formed "Aventis"* Company. Rhône Poulenc will talk to us about their problems with
your weed, disease or pest control in turf. There is a
new tank mix recommendation for
Mobilthane Turf Liquid, bringing a new active into the Amenity market and offering a wide
spectrum of weed control and a very fast mode of action.

Our number one fungicide Rovral Green® has been
found to be harmless to beneficial tur-
fungi (mycorrhiza) while still being as effective
against pathogenic species, which leads to added benefits in turf, such as increased root
resistance to drought, pests and diseases.

You will have the chance to use our new Co-
Rum 3612 seed drill and there is also a
stand there is also information on our new website.

The formulation of Co-Rum 3612 has been approved by the shareholders of Rhone Poulenc and Hoechst, but is still subject to the approval by the various authorities before it becomes available in the pro-

osal of the exchange offer. Integration will be talked about in more detail and consultation of the workers' representatives.
Sirigby Taylor - Q29
Rigby Taylor, a BIGGA Gold Key Member, will be displaying their wide range of products and services. Their new fungicide ‘Focus’ Turf will be featured alongside their other chemical products including the turf selectives ‘Bastion’ T and ‘Concire’ and the pre and post emergence herbicide ‘Cassion’ Q. The fertilizer range will also be displayed along with their Grass Seed portfolio which includes new varieties for 2000. The MASCOT Specialties range will also be on show including ‘Integrate’, ‘Bladkide’, ‘Amino seed’ and Profile.

The Scotts Company - B4+B33
Scotts launch new liquids at BTME. Scotts UK Professional will be launching a comprehensive new range of liquid fertilizers designed to give greengroellers and groundsmen the option of fast, flexible turf growth control. Available in a range of nutrient formulations, new Greenmaster Liquids are easy to apply and can be used in combination to achieve precision in turf response. The benefits of the new turf growth management tool Shortcut, which have hitherto been confined to sports turf, will also be demonstrated. Shortcut is a free-up valuble man hours for deployment on more meaningful tasks through its unique action in reducing grass growth rate without sacrificing sward vigour and appearance. Shortcut contains the new active ingredient trans-ethoxy, and has successfully reduced mowing requirements by 50 per cent on fairways and tees. Crucially, turf responds positively to treatment with Shortcut, with trial sites also reporting enhanced colour, thickening of the sward and improved root development following application.

The comprehensive Scotts Product Guide to fertilizers and chemicals for the turf and amenity markets will be available. Call on the stand for a free copy.

SiSIS Equipment - Q5
SiSIS have moved to a much larger stand in Hall Q to accommodate their increased range of golf course maintenance machinery which now includes ride-on triples and gangmowers (designed and manufactured in the UK). Graniseeder rotary drilling, Soil Relowers and soil shredders. In fact, SiSIS now offer around 120 different machines for all aspects of turf care. Come and talk to us on Stand Q5.

Sovereign Turf Ltd - Q55
Everybody has dreams and professional turf managers are no different. If you come to the new Sovereign Turf stand Q55 opposite the main registration desk in Hall Q we will turn some of those dreams into reality. We can do anything about your budgets but we can offer quality turf and grass seed second to none at realistic prices. We also provide advice and an excellent after sales service. If you dream of quality products delivered on time and at the right price, then come and talk to Steve Williams and Mac Bailey about the reality from Sovereign Turf Ltd.

Supaturf - A27
Supaturf celebrates 40 years of serving the industry at the Show 40 years ago Superturf Products Ltd was incorporated and immediately set about the task of serving the sports turf industry. Now, 40 years on, they are still at the forefront of the industry offering such world leading products as the unsurpassable Primer 604 through to the irresistible Scotts 3250-D joins it. This is the latest in the line of particular the golf sector.

Tesoron Turf Care and Speciality Products have become synonymous with a range of quality products for turf care management, and in particular the golf sector. Visit our stand and view the key products from such renowned brands as Guthman, E-Z-GO, Leeks, Jacobsen, Ramozone and Fynaam. New products to be launched at BTME will include the new range of Ramozone Compact Tractors, the Leeks TK 458 tractor and the very latest E-Z-GO T77 golf car with the revolutionary Precision Drive System (PDS). Also on display will be the Ramozone Super Cortox palletised cylinder mower featuring the new OPC system; the Jacobsen Tri-King with new ISO mounting, the Jacobsen LFD-3600 fairway mower with Mixer cab; and the Ramozone AR 250 rotary mower with side discharge. And finally, in this ever-changing industry where you need to keep up-to-date with best practice, don't forget to visit The Learning Experience Seminars, sponsored by Tesoron.

Toro - B35
Toro starts the new millennium as it left the old with the launch of a string of superb new innovative turf management products sure to attract great interest from greengroellers and grounds men. Not on the heels of its hugely successful revolutionary Reelmaster 3100 Side-winder triple cylinder mower, Toro is introducing a rotary version in which also all three cutting decks shift from side to side up to 24° for moving bunker overhangs, aprons and other edges. It has a great ability to follow ground contours and cut without scalping. Also making its debut is the stylish new Workman 2100 mid-duty utility vehicle with unique ‘hopper’ suspension for superior traction and stability. The new Greenmaster 3250-D joins it. This is the latest in the line of Toro’s world-beating Greenmaster triple deck mowers and has a powerful diesel engine and unique cutting unit suspension to follow ground contours and cut smoothly. The new products are joined by a wide selection of other Toro equipment including fairway mowers and aerators.

Turfgrass Services - A31
The custom turf growing service that Inturf offer to greengroellers has developed into a major department for the Company with a number of different types being grown at any one time. From traditional fescue/bent mixtures to straight creeping bent grass, all grown on USDA type rootzones. Usually the Company needs 12 months notice of requirement but any turf type on any mixetype can be ordered for supply only (small or big jobs) or fully installed. Also the ITM movable modular turf system is catching on fast for golf tee applications, where sections of a teeing area can be replaced or repositioned to minimise wear and tear. For more information please contact our Head Office at The Chestnuts, Wilberfoss, York, YO41 4AT. Telephone 01759 251000 Faxmimile: 01759 380130 e-mail info@inturf.co.uk

Weed Free - Q33
Weed Free, first time exhibitors at BTME, will be using the show to launch major new expansion plans for the year 2000. The company, which has enjoyed substantial growth since 1996 and pioneered the use of shrubbed locons within the contract spraying sector, is poised to diversify in a new direction. Details will be announced at a PRESS PICNIC in the Kings Suite at 10.30 am on Wednesday 19 January and subsequently available on the Weed Free stand Q33.

Information on the company’s ever popular spraying courses, will also be available, along with full details of Weed Free’s amenity spraying services.

Contact the company on FREE PHONE 0800 1050 187

A&Breenburg - A20
Barenburg UK has some extra special attractions for BTME, a brand new cultivator; two new mixtures and an Open Championship 2000 competition.